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Our capacity to feel joy

Capacity to give

Self love,
Nurturing,
mothering

Boundaries &
Standards

The energy of
gratitude

Trauma, Mother
wounds, Hurts

Wants & Desires

Needs

The heart holds......

Feelings and emotions



Constructive Destructive
Creative Flow

Self care
Healthy boundaries

Compassion for self and others
Giving unconditionally

Choosing to honor wants/desires
sense of abundance and support

giving and receiving equally
Calm Centredness & Patience

Listening to our Inner children's wisdom
Responsiveness

Nurturing Self and Others
Give birth to our creative children

 

Creatively Stuck, blocked, stagnant, dry
Over giving, Burn out, ignoring self

Allowing others to dominate or cross our
boundaries

Martyrdom- giving to get
Needing nourishment but not receiving

Sense of lack and aloneness
Giving to the point of exhaustion

Anxious, frustrated, irritated
Holding on to heart wounds, rewounding

Reactiveness
Harsh, critical, closed off to others

Sense of not fulfilling purpose
 
 

Heart Expression



Hearts DesiresAbraham Maslow 's hierarchy
of needs.
Behaviour is motivated by the
drive to get needs meet. Failure
to meet needs limits our
progression
Survival mode: meeting
physiological needs



Hearts Desires
Tony Robbins Behaviour is
motivated by the needs of

the personality



Hearts Desires
What is not a need?

Your desire for time to
yourself
Your desire to be in
nature
Your desire  take a
minute to connect to
yourself
Your desire to have a
break
Your desire for space

What is true of our desires?

Your soul incarnated to
experience your desires. and
with an agenda of desired
experiences
Your desires are AS
important as your needs
Delaying a desire will
deplete you
Fully allowing them and
naming them as wants/
desires allows them to land
and be received fully

Staying in "need" keeps us in survival mode.
 Allowing wants/desires brings true nourishment



Heart Wounds

Self understanding comes
from allowing ourselves
to gently feel all that we

hold within our heart.



Self witnessing and Awareness Practices
Heart connection- Gratitude practice
Feeling into the back of the heart- seeing
wounds
Shifting the seat of awareness- Pineal gland
Witnessing wounds- seeing them from the
perspective of your higher self
Nurturing Inner Children- Understanding our
triggers
Experiencing the energetic signature or tone of
our desires
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